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BY THE NUMBERSMessage from 
OHC Leadership
OHC is pleased to have the opportunity to highlight another year of healthcare, education, 

and support for the workers of Manitoba.

The challenges we’ve faced over the past months are both unique and universal - the 

pandemic that we are all living through may be unprecedented in modern times but it has 

shown us all too clearly where our deficits are as a society in ensuring safety, security, and 

well-being for all our members. As a worker-centered community health centre, OHC is 

working to address these challenges.

Our psychological health and safety work continues to evolve. As the pandemic has 

highlighted many of the mental health struggles facing workers, OHC has developed and 

delivered several trainings on addressing and improving psychological safety in the 

workplace, including considerations for a return to the office. In addition, our Creating a 

Culture of Consent in the workplace training is going strong and, in partnership with fellow 

community health centres, OHC will be launching a public awareness campaign this fall. 

This past fall, OHC completed another round of Train-the-Trainer sessions with participants 

from the Afghan, Congolese, and Eritrean communities. These leaders will take health and 

safety lessons back and support capacity building among workers in their own communities. 

OHC has also been working within our leadership to move the needle on issues of equity 

within the organization. An Anti-Racism Working Group, made up of board, management, 

and staff, has been looking at how we can live up to our values and ensure that we are 

meeting both the expectations as well as the needs of our communities. It was clear we had 

more work to do, and the Working Group developed a position paper to outline a way 

forward. This position paper places OHC in context within the Labour movement as well as 

healthcare, and gives recommendations - developed with input from community partners - 

for where to begin to ensure we are pushing forward on matters of equity on both an 

organizational level as well as a systemic level. Our first task is an internal Equity Audit, which 

we will undertake this summer, to identify and remedy practices of organizational racism. 

From there, we will move on the remainder of the recommendations based on an action 

plan to address and improve any issues identified by the audit. As a health centre that places 

workers at the centre of everything we do, it is not only our obligation but our opportunity to 

complete this work with integrity, to fully embody our values, and ensure we are meeting the 

needs of all workers where they are at.

OHC’s leadership wishes to extend acknowledgment and gratitude to staff who work so 

diligently to promote the highest standard of health and safety; to our Trainers, who are so 

dedicated to OHC’s mission and carry that work in community; and to our board of directors 

who steward the organization in a responsible, sustainable way. We also wish to thank our 

funders and supporters without whom this work wouldn’t be possible. A particular thank you 

to the family and friends of Rob Hilliard, who so generously remembered OHC upon Rob’s 

passing last year. Rob was the Chair of OHC from 1995 to 2005 and was remembered as a 

fierce advocate for Manitoba workers. OHC will continue that legacy and do our very best to 

advocate for the rights of all workers to come home safely at the end of the day.

In solidarity,
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https://ohcmb.ca/programs-services/cross-cultural-development-program/
https://ohcmb.ca/programs-services/special-projects/sexual-harassment-in-the-workplace/
https://ohcmb.ca/news/occupational-health-racial-justice/
https://www.consentatwork.ca/


• 10 virtual sessions attended by about 1200 participants

• Topic Highlights: Mandatory Vaccination for Health Care 

Workers; Delta Variant and COVID-19 Vaccines; Human Rights 

and COVID Vaccine Policies in the Workplace; Airborne 

Transmission and Protecting Workers; What Really Works When 

It Comes to Masks; Women, Work and COVID-19

• Featured speakers included: the Medical Officer for Health for 

WRHA; Senior Occupational Hygiene Associate, ECOH 

Management Inc.; Ventilation Engineer, Zero COVID Canada

igrant orkers
• Delivered three workshops to migrant workers in

Health & Safety Rights and COVID-19, including on how to 

access COVID-19 vaccines

•
farmworkers in Portage la Prairie and provided assistance 

and health and safety resources to workers in Spanish during 

the event

coverage for migrant workers, undocumented residents and

international students

Ergonomics

work, general ergonomics, specific issues of vibration, aging,

newcomer workers and work-related degenerative neck

ergonomic team assessment case studies and workplace

ergonomic strategic planning events in 13 di�erent workplaces

• Participants

Psychological Health & Safety
• Renewed emphasis on the promotion of workplace

psychological safety, increased worker control, involvement,

relationships, identification of mental health resources and

orkplace Se ual Harassment

and resource campaign with commercial, poster, and

website content

• Delivered content and resources to numerous union and

other labour-a�liated groups

Public Info Sessions

Nail Salon Project
• Completed the delivery of five Train the Trainer sessions to  

nail salon trainers on Skin Health, Ergonomics, Respiratory 

Health, Reproductive Health, and COVID-19

• Distributed four resource booklets translated into Vietnamese 

to workers, nail salons, and on the OHC website

• Provided a total of 45 workshops in Vietnamese on five
different health & safety topics with 318 nail salon workers in 

eight nail salons

Program 
Highlights
Cross Cultural Program

• Community Trainers and OHC staff delivered 37 

workshops to newcomer workers in multiple languages on 

Workers’ Health and Safety Rights and Resources, including 

information on the prevention of COVID-19 in the 

workplace and how to access COVID-19 vaccines

• Delivered our 10 week Train the Trainer Program (online 

for the first time) to nine new Community Trainers from 

the Congolese, Eritrean, and Afghan communities

• Organized a continuing education session for 

Community Trainers on COVID-19 vaccines

• Provided counselling to 17 newcomer workers dealing 

with work-related illness and injuries to assist them in 

accessing needed resources

and the 19th annual Repetitive Strain Injury Awareness Day 



A special thank you 
to all of the Donors 
and supporters who 

make OHC’s work 
possible:

Amalgamated Transit Union, 
Local 1505

CPHR Manitoba

Friends in Memoriam 
of Rob Hilliard

Manitoba Government & 
General Employees’ Union

Manitoba Nurses Union 

Union Centre

United Steelworkers, 
Local 1-830

United Steelworkers, 
Local 6166

University of Manitoba 
Faculty Association 

OHC’s community trainers from the 
following communities:

Afghani

Bhutanese

Brazilian

Burundi

Chinese

Colombian

Congolese

Eritrean

Ethiopian

Filipino

Indian  
(Hindi-speaking)

Iraqi

Karen (Burma)

Punjabi

Latin American  
(Spanish-speaking)

Nepali

Nigerian

Somali

Sudanese  
(North & South)

Syrian

Vietnamese

Ukrainian

Yazidi

Dr. Allen Kraut 

Andrew Dolhy

Carly Nicholson

Geetha Jayasinghe 

Geoffrey Thompson 

Judith Oviosun  

Karen Hamilton 

Lisa Houtkooper 

Mona Phillips 

Richard McCrae  

Dr. Rob Chase

 Tiffany Pau

Arianna Yaftali

Blaine Duncan

Clinit Wirth

Glenn Tomchak

Karen Hamilton

Kevin Rebeck

Lisa Peterson

Martha Chicas

Michael Kelly

Mike Pulak 

Monica Gerouard

Peter Reimer

Rob Labossiere

Sam Parasiuk

Sandy Forcier

Stephen  
Terichow-Parrott

Warren Luky

Thank you.

We are also grateful to our generous funders:

ohcmb.ca

Our staff:  Our Board of Directors:




